
Powerfully Simple.
Secure.  Mobile.

Secure My Business

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome everyone! In a few minutes we’re going to dive deeper into the topic of [TOPIC OF WEBINAR]. But first we want to give you some context. We’d like to share how we think about secure networking for businesses like yours…
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What keeps you up at night?

MALWARE

Explosion 
of Data

C O N T I N U I T Y

GLOBAL TEAMWORK

C O N N E C T I V I T Y

RANSOMARE

PH IS H IN G  S CH E M E S

C O M P L I A N C E

Redundancy

Enabling remote teams

R e m o t e  b r a n c h e s

SECURITY THREATS

Multiple devices

BANDWIDTH-HUNGRY APPS

APP SECURITY

MOBILITY

OUTAGES

C Y B E R A T T A C K S

Data Breaches

C o l l a b o r a t i o n  t o o l s

C O M P L E X I T Y

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What keeps you up at night?Data breaches and security threats.Employees with multiple devices.Employees connecting from everywhere.How to deal with the explosion of data.And so much more.Are these familiar challenges to you?Segue: Or maybe it’s more like this: how many of you… 
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“Would you 
like fries with 
that?”
You are not an IT waiter!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How many of you feel like an IT barista! “Yes, employees want their double-tall, half-caf, medium foam, vanilla chai, light ice any device with access to any data from anywhere. And I want it in less than 60 seconds. And no, I won’t tip you.”Segue: Well, the good news is you don’t have to feel this way anymore, and we understand what your challenges…
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The Challenges Are Real:

61% 
of small business experienced 
cyberattack in past 12 months.

70% 
of breaches originate 
on endpoint devices.

27 billion
devices connected to the internet.

43%
of networked devices 

will be mobile-
connected.

BY 2021:

Demands of new 
apps will force 55% 

of businesses to 
upgrade or deploy 
new data centers. {

{Ponemon Institute’s State of Cybersecurity in SMBs Report 2017

Cisco Visual Networking Index 2018

Effective Incident Detection and Investigation Saves Money, IDC 2016 Cisco Visual Networking Index 2018 IDC FutureScape: Worldwide Datacenter 2018 Predictions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We understand the challenges your are facing…More than 70% of all cyberattacks target companies like yours.70% of breaches originate on endpoint devices. Cisco projects that the Internet of Things will consist of 50 billion devices connected to the Internet by 2020……and 46% of network devices will be IoT devices.Demands of new apps and architectures will force 55% of businesses to upgrade or deploy new data center facilities.�Segue: These challenges put a huge amount of responsibility on your shoulders, and the question is…



Are you ready?!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want to help you.  We hear the horror stories from businesses like yours. But we believe data management and security, network reliability, and employee connectivity and collaboration shouldn’t be something that keeps you up at night. You deserve world-class tools with proven strength and reliability. And you deserve them served-up in a easily consumable and configurable way that can adapt and scale with your business. Segue: We know what you’re facing, but the key is we also understand that an “enterprise-lite” solution isn’t what you’re looking for, and more importantly, one size doesn’t fit all…
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One Size 
Does Not Fit All

Business 
Owner

Owner makes 
decisions & 

purchases IT

Tech 
Follower

Exploring advanced 
systems but 

appreciate the ease 
of basic systems

Tech 
Basic
Lacking IT skills or 
resources and need 
basic IT systems 

Tech 
Transformer
IT is run as a business 
and is used as an 
innovation platform

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For businesses like yours, one size does not fit all. According to research by the analyst group IDC, technology purchasers tend to fall into four business classifications:Maybe you’re a business owner who makes all the decisions, including IT purchases. (Business Owner)Or maybe you’re starting out with limited technology, and you need basic IT systems. (Tech Basic)Or perhaps you’re closely following the advances in technology, and you want more advanced systems for your business -- but you don’t want to sacrifice simple ease of use. (Tech Follower)Or you might be running IT as a business, and you use technology as an innovation platform to transform your company. (Tech Transformer)How you support your network, and the demands of your business on the network, are critical components of which solution you will choose to run your business. Wherever you are on this diagram, there is some common ground as well.  [CLICK for  build…]No time. You work around the clock just to keep the lights on. You need information that helps you make the right  decision, quickly.Limited capacity. A huge challenge for business decision makers is holding onto employees. Control. The best part of running a business, no matter the size, is having control over what you do. Having that autonomy and flexibility makes it all worthwhile.Vulnerability. 50% of businesses fail within their first five years. You need to be confident that your technology investment will keep your business running, and secure. SEGUE: We’ve also found there is common ground among like-minded businesses as to what keeps you up at night…
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What’s keeping you up at night?

“My business had a 
security breach, we 

heard about the latest 
attack, and have a 
new compliance 

regulation. We need 
help ensuring our 

business 
is secure.”

Enable 
My Mobile 
Workforce

“My business is growing, 
we are innovating, 

and need to ensure our 
teams can be productive, 
col laborative, and secure, 
anywhere. We need great 
tech so we can attract and 

retain the best talent.” 

“My business had a 
security breach, we 

heard about the latest 
attack, and have a 
new compliance 

regulation. We need 
help ensuring our 

business 
is secure.”

Optimize
My 

Business

“We have new applications, 
new devices, and lots of 
video slowing down the 
network, and last week 
we had an outage that 
cost us a ton of money. 

It’s critical we stay up 
and running, securely.”

“My business had a 
security breach, we 

heard about the latest 
attack, and have a 
new compliance 

regulation. We need 
help ensuring our 

business 
is secure.”

Secure 
My 

Business

“My business had 
a security breach, we 
heard about the latest 
attack, and have a new 
compliance regulation. 
We need help ensuring 
our business is secure.”

Fuel My 
Business

Our current infrastructure is too costly to maintain
and takes too long to install my applications. I need 
to reduce application deployment time and make it 
easier to scale my application needs with sustained 
performance for my customers and internal users.”

Connect 
My Teams

“We have lots of collaboration applications 
and devices, but they are too complex to bring 

everyone together in an effortless manner. I need 
a simple solution that allows my employees 

and customers to connect in their own way.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you’re not sleeping well at night, it’s for good reason.We’ve worked with a lot of businesses like yours, and they’ve told us what they see holding back their business. Those concerns tend to fall into three main areas:You’re faced with data breaches, security attacks, and compliance headaches. You want to secure your business.You’re a growing, innovative business that needs employees to be productive, collaborative, and secure, wherever they are. You want to enable your mobile workforce. Your network needs to support new apps, new devices, bandwidth hungry video…and the last thing you need is a costly outage. You want to optimize your business with a smart, easy-to manage, and reliable network.To truly unleash your business, you want technology that can address all three of these areas.SEGUE: Cisco has you covered in all three areas with a Secure Networking Portfolio designed specifically for businesses like yours…
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“My business had a 
security breach, we 

heard about the 
latest attack, and 

have a new 
compliance 

regulation. We need 
help ensuring our 

business 
is secure.”

“My business had a 
security breach, we 

heard about the 
latest attack, and 

have a new 
compliance 

regulation. We need 
help ensuring our 

business 
is secure.”

Secure 
My Business

with Secure Branch

“My business had a 
security breach, we 

heard about the 
latest attack, and 

have a new 
compliance 

regulation. We need 
help ensuring our 

business 
is secure.”

“My business had a 
security breach, we 

heard about the 
latest attack, and 

have a new 
compliance 

regulation. We need 
help ensuring our 

business 
is secure.”

“My business had a 
security breach, we 

heard about the 
latest attack, and 

have a new 
compliance 

regulation. We need 
help ensuring our 

business 
is secure.”

S E CU R ITY,  M O B I L I TY,  C O L L AB OR AT I ON , N E TWO R KIN G,  A N D  D A T A C E N TE R S O L U T ION S

Enable 
My Mobile 
Workforce

with Secure Wireless

Optimize 
My Business

with Network Reliability

Connect 
My Teams

with Intuitive 
Collaboration

Fuel My 
Business

with Converged 
Infrastructure

Simple, Secure, Reliable Networking
 Designed Your Needs
 Fits Your Budget
 Grows with Your Business

• Meraki MX
• ISR 1100
• Umbrella
• NGFW Low
• RV Series
• HyperFlex, 

UCS + Veeam

Secure against 
threats & protect 
your data

• Meraki MR
• Mobility Express
• Umbrella
• WAP
• WebEx

Increase employee 
productivity & 
flexibility

• Meraki Full Stack
• Cat2K, Mobility 

Express, ISR 1100
• Umbrella
• SBTG
• HyperFlex, UCS 

+ Veeam
• WebEx

Ensure always-on 
with simple, smart 
solutions

• WebEx
• WebEx Teams

Connect teams with 
intuitive collaboration

• HyperFlex
• UCS + Veeam

Security, simplicity 
and control of your 
computing, storage 
and connectivity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Running a business is complicated enough. You don’t need your business running on a complicated network.Cisco offers a secure networking portfolio of solutions that are smart, powerful, and simple. Simple to run, simple to secure – local to mobile. Simple to adapt, for today and tomorrow. And affordable right now. That’s the Cisco advantage: Nobody knows more about building and securing networks of all sizes than we do. So, we can build the right network for you. Right for your business, budget, and resources. And for your schedule, workload, and ambitions for growth. That’s the power of simplicity. That’s the power of today’s Cisco network. SEGUE: Today’s webinar will focus on one of these three areas in particular. [Choose from one of the next three slides for today’s webinar…]
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Today’s 
Webinar Theme: 
Secure My 
Business
with Secure Branch

Reduce Risk: Always-on, industry
-leading security

Fight Threats: Real-time protection 
from cyber attacks, data breaches 

Safekeep Data: Data center 
redundancy as easy as 3-2-1

100% Compliant: Never fall short

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our theme for today’s webinar is Secure My Business. As an IT manager or business owner, it’s natural to have concerns about the security of your network.Your job never ends to mitigate risk, protect against growing security threats, prevent data breaches, and safekeep tons of data. All that, plus meet compliance requirements.You also have to consider whether you have older, possibly end-of-life network devices that could be compromising security.Secure My Business is all about protecting your users, your data, and your business with network-based security:Secure products that efficiently deliver security everywhere, embedded right into the network. Secure data center protection with 3-2-1 redundancy:  3 copies of data, 2 mediums of storage, and 1 at a different location.SEGUE: And with that context, let’s dive into our webinar topic… (Go to Slide 8, “Insert Your Presentation Here”)



Cisco Umbrella

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want to help you.  We hear the horror stories from businesses like yours. But we believe data management and security, network reliability, and employee connectivity and collaboration shouldn’t be something that keeps you up at night. You deserve world-class tools with proven strength and reliability. And you deserve them served-up in a easily consumable and configurable way that can adapt and scale with your business. Segue: We know what you’re facing, but the key is we also understand that an “enterprise-lite” solution isn’t what you’re looking for, and more importantly, one size doesn’t fit all…
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How IT was built 

Workplace 
desktops

Business 
apps

Critical 
infrastructure

Internet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How IT was built: Going back a few years, most, if not all, infrastructure, applications, and desktops were behind the firewall.To work, employees went into an office location and logged into the network. Branch offices backhauled all traffic to headquarters. Security focus:The focus from a security perspective was to secure your perimeter and endpoints.And by backhauling all traffic, branch offices would get the same security as corporate. Changing landscape:- But in the last few years the way we work has fundamentally changed a a great deal.
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Business apps
Salesforce, Office 365,

G Suite, etc.

Branch office

Critical infrastructure
Amazon, Rackspace, 
Windows Azure, etc.

Roaming laptops

The way we work 
has changed

Workplace 
desktops

Business 
apps

Critical 
infrastructure

Internet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before, everything was contained within your network perimeter — all of your critical infrastructure, servers, applications, data, and people. Security used to be more about building a taller wall around your perimeter and checking off boxes for compliance and HR acceptable use policies, instead of defending the business against data breaches and advanced attacks. Most security products were built as closed systems that couldn’t integrate together or share intelligence. What has changed? More happens off-network.There are more roaming users than ever. There are more corporate-owned devices accessing the internet from other networks.Apps and infrastructure are moving to the cloudUsers no longer need to connect to the corporate network to get work done – they use cloud apps like SFDC, Office 365 and others.They don’t always turn on the VPN — which means they are more vulnerable and you lack visibility and protection.Branch offices connect directly to the internetIt’s very expensive to backhaul all traffic to the corporate network, so more branch offices are moving towards direct internet access.While you save money by not backhauling the traffic, you lose the security protection. 
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Your security challenges

Malware and 
ransomware

Gaps in visibility 
and coverage

Cloud apps 
and shadow IT 

Difficult to 
manage security 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Captured here are challenges Umbrella has helped organizations like you to address - related to these changes in the IT landscape and beyond. Specifically:Gaps in visibility and coverageOrganizations have more locations and devices to protect, and threats are using many different ports to try to gain access or exfiltrate data. Companies need complete visibility into all internet activity.Securing cloud apps like Office 365 and Box -   Employees use more cloud applications— some sanctioned, some unsanctioned.Organizations need to know which ones are being used and need to protect the data in those apps.Complex and siloed security toolsSecurity teams are often understaffed and struggle with complex, siloed systems that do not integrate or share information/intelligence in a programmatic way. These teams need solutions that are easy to deploy, simple to manage, can scale exponentially, and can integrate with other tools.Malware and ransomware continue This is the number one challenge we hear from customers like you.Despite the existing security products deployed — everything from firewalls to web proxies to email security to endpoint products —companies still face too many malware infections and phishing attacks. Security teams spend a lot of time and effort trying to detect threats and remediate after the fact.Organizations need to stop threats before they get onto the network or endpoints, reduce the number of infections, and more easily detect devices that have already been infected for faster remediation. 
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Where does Umbrella fit?
Malware
C2 Callbacks
Phishing

HQ

Sandbox

NGFW

Proxy

Netflow

AV AV

BRANCH

Router/UTM

AV AV

ROAMING

AV

First line
It all starts with DNS

Precedes file execution 
and IP connection

Used by all devices

Post agnostic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Think about where you enforce security today. Questions to pose: What do you use to protect your network? Your endpoints? You probably have a range of products deployed at your corporate headquarters and branch offices, or on roaming laptops. There are many ways that malware can get in, which is why it’s important to have multiple layers of security.Umbrella + DNS: Umbrella can be the first layer of defense against threats by preventing devices from connecting to malicious or likely malicious sites in the first place—which significantly reduces the chance of malware getting to your network or endpoints.We use DNS as one of the main mechanisms to get traffic to our cloud platform, and then use it to enforce security too. DNS is a foundational component of how the internet works and is used by every device in the network. Way before a malware file is downloaded or before an IP connection over any port or any protocol is even established, there’s a DNS request.Let’s look now at the key features for Umbrella. 
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Prevents connections before and during the attack

Command and control callback
Malicious payload drop

Encryption keys

Updated instructions

Web and email-based infection
Malvertising / exploit kit

Phishing / web link

Watering hole compromise

Stop data exfiltration and ransomware encryption

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And, Umbrella not only protects against initial infectionUmbrella also prevents command and control callbacks (aka C2 callbacks)So even if devices become infected in other ways, Umbrella blocks the communication to an attacker’s serverCLICK Stopping data exfiltration or the download of ransomware encryption keysC2 callbacks are blocked using the same DNS enforcement process described a moment ago. In the event that the malicious payload is designed to bypass DNS and use a direct-to-IP connection, Umbrella goes beyond DNS to provide malicious IP blocking and enforcement. 
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CLOUD SERVICES REPORT

Effectively combat 
shadow IT

Total and newly seen 
cloud services

Cloud apps by classification 
and traffic volume 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The cloud services report is available today. This report help you to uncover cloud services and internet of things ( or IoT) devices being used within you organization. This helps you to effectively combat Shadow IT. Specifically, you see:Total and newly see cloud servicesCloud apps by classification and traffic volume 
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Enterprise-wide deployment in minutes

ANY DEVICE 
ON NETWORK

ROAMING 
LAPTOP

On-network coverage 
With one setting change
Integrated with Cisco ISR 1K and 4K 
series and Cisco WLAN controllers 

Off-network coverage 
With AnyConnect VPN client 
integration 
Or with any VPN using lightweight 
Umbrella client  

BRANCH 
OFFICES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Umbrella is one of the simplest solutions to deploy and manage. Because Umbrella is delivered from the cloud, there is no hardware to install or software to manually update, and the browser-based interface provides quick setup and ongoing management.Many customers deploy enterprise wide in less than 30 minutes.On-network coverage: You can protect all devices on your network – even those you don’t own – by changing one setting in your network server, access point or router. All you have to do is point your DNS requests to the IP address for the Umbrella global network. Umbrella has pre-built integrations with many network devices, including the Cisco ISR 4K series and Cisco Wireless LAN controllers. Umbrella is integrated with Cisco ISR 1K and 4K series to provide protection to branch office users, and Cisco Wireless LAN to provide guest Wi—Fi and employee protection. Customers simply upgrade to the latest network device software and configure the connection via an Umbrella API. Off-network coverage: What about laptops connecting off network? If you use Cisco AnyConnect, simply enable the Umbrella roaming security module for protection anywhere — even when the VPN is off.Not a Cisco AnyConnect user? Our lightweight, standalone agent works with any VPN and has been proven in over a million deployments. Our roaming client is a virtual "bump-in-the-wire" for every internet connection. It is transparent to users and does not cause any latency or performance issues because the footprint is very small. 



Demo – Cisco 
Umbrella



Want a live, personal demo of 
what you saw here today? 

Click here!

https://engage2demand.cisco.com/umbrellademo


Before we go…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ve enjoyed our time today and I hope you have, too.Before we close today’s webinar…
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Simple, Secure, Reliable Networking
 Your Needs
 Your Budget
 Your Business

“My business had a 
security breach, we 

heard about the latest 
attack, and have a 
new compliance 

regulation. We need 
help ensuring our 

business 
is secure.”

Enable 
My Mobile 
Workforce

Increase 
employee 

productivity 
& flexibility

“My business had a 
security breach, we 

heard about the latest 
attack, and have a 
new compliance 

regulation. We need 
help ensuring our 

business 
is secure.”

Optimize
My 

Business

Ensure
always-on 

with simple, 
smart solutions

“My business had a 
security breach, we 

heard about the latest 
attack, and have a 
new compliance 

regulation. We need 
help ensuring our 

business 
is secure.”

Secure 
My 

Business

Secure 
against threats 

& protect 
your data

Fuel My 
Business

Security, simplicity and control of your 
computing, storage and connectivity

Connect 
My Teams

Connect teams with 
intuitive collaboration

S E CU R ITY,  M O B I L I TY,  C O L L AB OR AT I ON , N E TWO R KIN G,  A N D  D A T A C E N TE R S O L U T ION S

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whatever your needs, whatever your budget, whatever size business you have, we’re here to help!We have you covered in all three of these areas, which span solutions for security, mobility, collaboration, networking and data centers – the full breadth of the Cisco solution portfolio.Simple, secure, reliable, and affordable solutions that help you:Secure Your Business,Enable Your Mobile Workforce,Optimize Your Business,Connect My Teams,And Fuel My BusinessCisco offers solutions that you can deploy quickly, manage easily, and scale with the growth of your business.Closing Thought: We make it easy to choose the perfect solutions for you…
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Check Out Our 
Solution Selector Tool
Simple guidance for choosing the 
perfect SMB network solutions for you!

You’re running a business, and evaluating 
technology solutions and doing proof of concepts 
isn’t your top priority. That’s why we provide a 
simple tool to help you choose which products are 
best suited for your environment – switching, 
wireless, routing, and security – with just a few 
simple questions.

Try it now at 
http://bit.ly/ciscoselectortool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be sure to check out our Solutions Selector Tool, a simple online tool to help you choose which products are best suited for your IT environment, with just a few quick questions. Use the bit.ly link: http://bit.ly/ciscoselectortool Let us know what you think, and thanks so much for joining us today!



Try Umbrella for free for 14 
days! 

Link is in the chat window!

https://signup.umbrella.com/
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Some other links to 
check out… 

Find them in the 
chat window!

• Umbrella Home Page
• Umbrella Overview & 
Demo

• Umbrella Deployment 
Guide

• 14 Day Trial Link

https://umbrella.cisco.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KVFUyQEbY48
https://deployment-umbrella.readme.io/docs/point-your-dns-to-cisco
https://signup.umbrella.com/
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We Appreciate 
Your 

Feedback!

Please take a 
moment to let us 
know if this session 
met your needs and 
expectations.  
The confidential 
evaluation survey will 
open once the event 
window is closed.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rotate during pre-showUse as holding slide at end of webcast



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Running a business is complicated enough. You don’t need your business running on a complicated network.Cisco offers a secure networking portfolio of solutions that are smart, powerful, and simple. Simple to run, simple to secure – local to mobile. Simple to adapt, for today and tomorrow. And affordable right now. That’s the Cisco advantage: Nobody knows more about building and securing networks of all sizes than we do. So, we can build the right network for you. Right for your business, budget, and resources. And for your schedule, workload, and ambitions for growth. That’s the power of simplicity. That’s the power of today’s Cisco network. SEGUE: Today’s webinar will focus on one of these three areas in particular. [Choose from one of the next three slides for today’s webinar…]
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